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In apple, the first-order branch of a tree has a characteristic architecture constituting

three shoot types: bourses (rosettes), bourse shoots, and vegetative shoots. Its overall

architecture as well as that of each shoot thus determines the distribution of sources

(leaves) and sinks (fruits) and could have an influence on the amount of sugar allocated

to fruits. Knowledge of architecture, in particular the position and area of leaves helps to

quantify source strength. In order to reconstruct this initial architecture, rules equipped

with allometric relations could be used: these allow predicting model parameters that are

difficult to measure from simple traits that can be determined easily, non-destructively and

directly in the orchard. Once such allometric relations are established they can be used

routinely to recreate initial structures. Models based on allometric relations have been

established in this study in order to predict the leaf areas of the three different shoot types

of three apple cultivars with different branch architectures: “Fuji,” “Ariane,” and “Rome

Beauty.” The allometric relations derived from experimental data allowed us to model

the total shoot leaf area as well as the individual leaf area for each leaf rank, for each

shoot type and each genotype. This was achieved using two easily measurable input

variables: total leaf number per shoot and the length of the biggest leaf on the shoot.

The models were tested using a different data set, and they were able to accurately

predict leaf area of all shoot types and genotypes. Additional focus on internode lengths

on spurs contributed to refine the models.

Keywords: Malus x domestica Borkh., apple, leaf surface, shoot architecture, allometry, modeling, apple branch

INTRODUCTION

The study of plant architecture is a discipline that attempts to understand and explain plant form
and structure and the processes underlying its formation (Barthélémy, 1991). Vascular plants have
developed different architectures as part of their genetic blueprint and in response to a changing
environment (Sussex and Kerk, 2001). The size, shape and spatial orientation of plant organs are,
therefore, not pure coincidence but the result of a morphogenetic program which is carried out by
a whole range of physiological processes. Therefore, “reading” the architecture could be a starting
point for a better understanding of this underlying program. Of these architectural traits, leaf area
has a particular impact on fruit quality as it is directly involved in several physiological processes
such as light interception and photosynthesis (Björkman andDemmig-Adams, 1995; Štampar et al.,
1999).
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Studies on the influence of tree architecture on physiological
functioning can be conducted in several ways: Two suitable
tools are ecophysiological experimentation and functional-
structural plant modeling (FSPM) (Vos et al., 2010; Buck-
Sorlin, 2013): Ecophysiological experiments aim at changing
the microenvironment of a selected plant and its organs and
even at pushing it to an extreme limit, in order to obtain
knowledge about the growth and developmental potential in a
certain parameter space. FSPM aims at the integration of the
dynamics of known physiological processes with information
about the topology and geometry of organs (plant architecture)
using mainly rule-based mathematical modeling (Buck-Sorlin,
2013).

In order to represent initial architecture there are several
methods at hand and it is worthwhile to invest some time
in developing a work flow to obtain “good” plant architecture
with reduced effort. Casella and Sinoquet (2003) name several
approaches: (1) describe architecture as a collection of individual
3-D geometric shapes; (2) model 3D architecture of a population
of plants using stochastic, fractal or Lindenmayer-system
(Lindenmayer, 1968a,b) methods or (3) describe architecture
using a 3D digitizing method. All these methods have their
advantages and disadvantages (for a review see Prusinkiewicz,
1998): The first method is suitable for the representation of
the context of a detailed tree model, but too coarse for the
modeling of leaf photosynthesis. The second one, despite being
relatively quickly put into place, can still turn out to be too
inaccurate for the description of leaf-scale photosynthesis since
due to the stochastic method of architecture construction the
reproducibility of a given real architecture is difficult. Apart from
that, this method requires extensive calibration with measured
data sets. The third method, though the most accurate one, is
unsuitable for logistic reasons in the orchard: in the absence
of a socket an electricity generator needs to be used, and there
might be interference with the steel wires used for fixing the drip
irrigation system, quite apart from the fact that digitizing is a
tedious task and the structure to be digitized is often too complex
to be acquired in 1 day.

Yet another, alternative approach is to use allometric relations
between traits at the organ and intermediate (shoot, branch)
scales: The principle is to obtain faithfulmodels for the prediction
of traits that are difficult to measure or that involve destruction of
the organ, e.g., leaf area, by traits that are more readily measured
(e.g., leaf blade length) or easily and non-destructively scored
in the orchard (leaf number, rank, order). Once such allometric
relations are established they can be used routinely to recreate
initial structures. As with all indirect measures they need to be
well tested as they bear the risk of cumulative error.

In apple two types of buds are distinguished: the mixed and
the vegetative bud. The mixed bud, independent of its position
on the shoot (apical or lateral), contains primordia of vegetative
and reproductive organs and will develop into a spur. Thus
the spur consists of a short shoot called “bourse” on which the
primordia of preformed leaves will extend, as well as one or
two sylleptic shoots called “bourse shoots” and the inflorescence
(Fanwoua et al., 2014). The vegetative bud develops into a
vegetative shoot. In temperate species, short axes are composed

of preformed organs only whereas long axes are composed of
both preformed and neoformed organs successively (Costes et al.,
2014); therefore, branch architecture is essentially determined by
the developmental fate of these two bud types (Figure 1).

In this study we decided to concentrate on the prediction of
leaf area: of all the traits contributing to branch architecture (leaf
area, leaf blade and petiole orientation in space), it is the one that
is most easily determined (as will be shown below) and yet very
influential for light interception (Falster and Westoby, 2003). It
was shown for apple that leaf area was the secondmost influential
trait for light interception, after internode length (Da Silva et al.,
2014). The distribution of leaves on the shoot and their size
distribution clearly have an influence on light interception and
leaf photosynthesis at the branch scale (Massonnet et al., 2008).

Any good model should be minimal in terms of number of
input variables and the time invested in measurements but also
efficient in simulating the output variable of interest. Therefore,
the main aim of this study was to find models predicting the area
of leaves of the threemain shoot types of apple: bourse shoot (BS),
rosette (RO) and vegetative shoot (VS), and this as a function of
other traits on the same shoot that were either easy to score (total
leaf number per shoot) or relatively quickly measured (length of
the longest leaf of a given shoot). A secondary aim was to model
the position of leaves on the shoot (length of the internodes) as a
function of simple measured traits (length of the shoot). Such leaf
area distributions can then serve to reconstruct the architecture
of an apple branch used as an input for a functional-structural
plant model of the first-order branch of apple, with emphasis on
sugar transport (Bairam et al., unpubl.).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Plant Material and Experiments
All experiments were performed on apple trees planted in 2008
in an experimental orchard at the INRA experimental unit in
Beaucouzé, France. The cultivars selected for this experiment
were “Ariane,” “Fuji,” and “Rome Beauty” (in the following
abbreviated as AR, FU, and RB, respectively). The main purpose
of this study was to develop an allometric model for the
prediction of the distribution of individual leaf areas along a
certain shoot type, as well as of the total leaf area for a given shoot,
namely the bearing spurs and vegetative shoots as they are the
most cumbersome to be measured in the orchard. The models
presented here were developed to take into account the impact
of the genotype (G, with values AR, FU, and RB, see above) and
the type of the shoot (j, which has the value “BS” for the bourse
shoot, “RO” for the rosette and “VS” for the vegetative shoot).
Shoots of each type were collected, and the leaves were scanned
using a flatbed scanner (HP Scanjet G4010) with a resolution of
150 dpi and saved in portable network graphics (png) format.
Leaf blade area, length and width were measured using ImageJ
1.48v software, assuming that leaf shape is elliptical (Freeman and
Bolas, 1956). Total leaf area on each shoot was calculated as the
sum of its individual leaves.

The models predicting individual/total leaf area use allometric
relations between easily recorded input variables such as the
length of the ellipse of the biggest leaf on the shoot (Lmax), the
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FIGURE 1 | Representation of the three shoot types on the first-order

branch of apple. RO, rosette; BS, bourse shoot; and VS, vegetative shoot.

Figure produced using the GroIMP platform (Hemmerling et al., 2008).

number of leaves (nl) and the acropetal leaf rank (R). These
models were built using different parameters and each of them
was estimated using regression models. For rosettes and bourse
shoots, enough data was available to be split into training and
testing sets: the first data set was used for the estimation of
the parameters and the second one for the testing of the model
(Snee, 1977; Montgomery et al., 2015). Therefore, models were
parameterized, calibrated and tested. For vegetative shoots, a
simple model was built as there was not enough data for testing it.

Modeling the Leaf Area of Bourse Shoots
and Rosettes
Data used in this study consisted of a first data set from an
experiment conducted in 2014 and a second, complementary
data set collected in 2015 (Bairam et al., unpublished). The
variables describing architectural traits of bourse shoots and
rosettes [shoot length, number of leaves, leaf individual surface,
leaf length, leaf width, and leaf rank (the latter only for bourse
shoots)] extracted from the two sets were used for modeling
total shoot leaf area and individual leaf area distribution along
the stem. In the 2014 experiment, spurs of AR and RB were
collected at eight different developmental stages from full bloom
to harvest, and spurs of FU were collected at full bloom, 2 weeks
after full bloom and at harvest. The experiment conducted in
2014 aimed at studying the impact of removing bourse shoot
leaves, rosette leaves or both of them at full bloom and 2
weeks after full bloom, on fruit quality, bourse shoot and rosette
(bourse) morphological traits. To develop an allometric model
for the prediction of final leaf area, we needed a sufficiently
large data set. However, the data set available in this study
(2014 experiment, Bairam et al., unpublished) already included
three defoliation treatments. In order to enlarge the database
for the parameterization of our model beyond the control data,
we checked whether the defoliation treatments had a significant
impact on the following variables used in the model: total

leaf area and number of leaves of bourse shoot and rosette,
respectively. The statistical tests were carried out separately,
on each genotype for each sampling date and each type of
shoot. Results (ANOVA, Kruskal-Wallis) showed that there was
no significant influence of the defoliation treatments (Bairam
et al., unpublished). This allowed us to pool the data available
for these variables, involving all defoliation treatments, and to
use them in the model. 174, 49, and 134 rosettes of AR, FU
and RB, respectively, as well as 336, 80, and 280 bourse shoots
of AR, FU and RB, respectively, were retained from the 2014
experiment. Afterwards, for AR and RB, tests (ANOVA, Kruskal-
Wallis) were conducted on 2014 data in order to establish the
phenological stage of development expressed in growing degree
days (GDD) since FB from which onwards each type of shoot
for each genotype was fully developed in terms of number of
leaves and total leaf area. This developmental time was first
measured using growing degree hours [GDH, base temperature
Tb = 7◦C (Anderson and Richardson, 1982)] calculated using
hourly air temperatures (◦C) obtained from the weather station
of Beaucouzé (47◦ 28′ N, 0◦ 37′ W, 50m a.s.l.) and accessed from
the INRA Climatik platform, https://intranet.inra.fr/climatik_
v2/:

GDHi =
∑24

h= 1
(HTh − Tb) (1)

Here, HTh is replaced by Tb if HTh < Tb; HTh is the
hourly air temperature at hour h; and GDHi are the growing
degree hours on day i. Cumulated GDD (GDDcum) for each
sampling day were calculated using Equation 2. The starting
point of GDDcum is full bloom (FB) which, in 2014, occurred
for AR on April 10th, for FU on April 14th and for RB on
April 22nd while in 2015, full bloom occurred for FU on
April 20th.

GDDcum =
∑D

i = FB

GDHi

24
(2)

where FB is day of full bloom and D is the number of days since
FB.

During the second experiment conducted in 2015, the same
variables as in 2014 were recorded plus the ranks of rosette
leaves; however, based on the results of the 2014 experiment
no defoliation treatments were applied and only spurs of FU
at different phenological stages (FB, FB+2, FB+4, FB+6, FB+9
weeks) were considered. For FU, ANOVA and Kruskal-Wallis
analysis were carried out on 2015 and 2014 data to compare
total leaf area and number of leaves (rosettes and bourse shoots)
as a function of developmental stages (expressed in GDD)
in order to establish the sampling stages at which the spur
shoots were fully developed. Therefore, fully developed bourse
shoots and rosette shoots, respectively, were pooled for each
genotype. All shoots of the same type and the same genotype
considered to be fully developed in terms of total leaf area
and numbers of leaves were used in this study for building
the allometric models. Total leaf areas and numbers of leaves
of bourse shoots of AR, FU, and RB, were fully developed at
345, 201, and 275 GDD, respectively. Groups of bourse shoots
of each genotype were selected from these physiological ages
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onwards, until harvest. Rosette shoots were assumed to be fully
developed at full bloom as the mean total leaf areas for the
three genotypes were the highest at the earliest sampled spurs.
However, even if a significant difference was found between
groups of rosettes sampled at different phenological stages
for a same genotype, still the means are not correlated with
phenological sampling dates and the only group really apart in
terms of rosette total leaf area and number of leaves for the
three genotypes, respectively, was the one collected at harvest
(Bairam et al., unpublished). Therefore, only rosettes collected
before harvest were retained for the rest of the study. Only
selected spurs were used for the rest of this study and data selected
for each genotype and each shoot type was split randomly into
a training set (2/3 of data) and a testing set (the remaining
1/3 of data) for setting up the models. The procedure to build
the models for predicting bourse shoot and rosette individual
leaf area is summarized in Figure 2. In the following, the steps

followed for building the models described in the flow chart are
explained.

The variation of individual leaf areas of 153, 97, and 112
bourse shoots, respectively, of AR, FU, and RB, as a function of
leaf rank is shown in (Figures 3A–C), and of 80 rosettes of FU
considered to be fully grown shoots in (Figure 3D). Based on
these observations, it was assumed that leaf size follows a rank-
specific pattern typical for both bourse shoots and rosettes. In
this study, we aimed to establish the pattern and parameterize
it for each genotype and each type of shoot. However, the total
leaf area of the shoot which can be calculated by integrating the
sum of the areas of individual leaves of each rank seemed to be
correlated with the number of leaves per shoot and the area of
the biggest leaf (Figure 3). Furthermore, if this hypothesis would
prove to be true, the result would confirm the existence of an
allometric relation between the total leaf area on the one hand
and the number of leaves and individual leaf area on the other.

FIGURE 2 | Diagram summarizing the steps involved in modeling bourse shoot and rosette individual leaf area (for further explanations see text and

equations).
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FIGURE 3 | Distribution of individual leaf area as a function of leaf rank

of AR, FU, and RB bourse shoots (N = 153, 97, and 112, respectively)

(A–C) and of FU rosettes (N = 80) (D). Each line joins the individual leaf areas

of a single shoot.

Moreover, if individual leaf areas follow a stable pattern along
the shoot, this would mean that only one of these areas would be
necessary as an input to the model, and that then the biggest leaf
area would be an appropriate variable. Therefore, the assumption
made and expressed in (Equation 3) implies that total leaf area
(TLA) of the shoot is somehow related to the area of the biggest
leaf (Amax) and the number of leaves (nl).

TLAj,G = βj,G.(nl.Amax) (3)

ANOVA andKruskal-Wallis tests were carried out on the selected
data set in order to check if there is a significant difference of the
parameter βj,G among genotypes for a same shoot type. Groups
of samples showing no significant difference were pooled and the
training setestablished before were used in order to fix βj,G using
linear regressions between the variable TLA and the variable
nl.Amax.

Therefore, total leaf area of a shoot can be estimated by two
variables: the area of the biggest leaf on the shoot (Amax) and
the number of leaves (nl) it bears. Thus, we made the assumption
that the normalized individual leaf area [N(AR), expressed as the
ratio of the individual leaf area by the biggest leaf area on the
shoot (Equation 4a)] is a function of the normalized leaf rank
[N(R)], calculated as the ratio of the rank of the leaf divided by
the number of leaves on the shoot (Equation 4b). However, we
could observe that in bourse shoots, the leaf with the biggest area
was by far the most often the second one (Table 1). Hence, in
order to adjust a maximum of the curves describing N(AR) as
a function of N(R), the normalized rank for bourse shoots was
calculated by dividing [the rank (R) minus 2] by the number of
leaves (Equation 4c). Indeed, subtracting two from the rank of

TABLE 1 | Distribution of the leaves with the biggest area on bourse

shoots with respect to their rank for AR, FU, and RB genotypes.

Genotype Rank

1 2 3 4 5 6

AR 0.65% 50.00% 26.62% 15.58% 5.84% 1.30%

FU 8.08% 68.69% 14.14% 3.57% 0.89% _

RB _ 87.50% 8.04% 3.57% 0.89% _

the biggest leaf (2) will result in a normalized rank which is always
zero and will lead to a very good alignment of the curves. Besides,
with thismethod, the entire curve is just shifted to the left without
being stretched or compressed.

N(AR) =
AR

Amax
(4a)

NRO(R) =
R

nl
(4b)

NBS(R) =
R− 2

nl
(4c)

Themodels were established from predicting the normalized area
of each leaf N(AR) as a function of the normalized leaf rank
Nj(R) by using the area of the biggest (in terms of leaf area) leaf
(Amax) on each shoot as a predictor of the other leaf areas. This
hypothesis is expressed by Equation (5).

N(AR) = fj,G(Nj(R)) (5)

For each type of shoot and each genotype, we looked for a
function fj,G that models the normalized area of each leaf on the
shoot as a function of its normalized rank. N(AR) was plotted
as a function of Nj(R), giving a certain pattern (Figure 4). We
then tried to find a model that best described this relationship:
a bilinear (broken stick) model and a Lorentz function. The first
model requires five parameters while the second one only needs
three. The Lorentz function has been successfully used by other
workers (Buck-Sorlin, 2002; Evers et al., 2005, 2007; Gu et al.,
2014) to predict leaf length in cereals and cotton. In this study,
this function was chosen to model leaf areas of bourse shoots and
rosettes.

fj,G(x) =
M

1+ (x− x0)
2

s2

; jǫ{BS;RO} (6)

The maximum is reached for x= x0, withM being the maximum
value. s defines the slope of the curve of the function fj,G. For both
bourse shoots and rosettes, fj,G (x) corresponds to the normalized
leaf area and x to the normalized leaf rank. x0 is the normalized
rank of the leaf with highest area on the shoot [Nj(RAmax)].
Consequently, the maximum of the function has the value of the
normalized biggest area, i.e.,M= 1 (Equation 7).

fj,G(Nj(R)) = N(AR) =
1

1+ (Nj(R)−Nj,G(RAmax ))
2

s2j,G

; jǫ{BS;RO}

(7)
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FIGURE 4 | Distribution of individual normalized leaf area plotted

against normalized leaf rank of AR, FU, and RB bourse shoots (N =

153, 97, and 112) (A–C) and FU rosettes (N = 80) (D).

After normalization for each type of shoot, Equations 7a and 7b
are obtained:

fBS,G(NBS(R)) = N(AR) =
1

1+ (NBS(R))
2

s2BS,G

(7a)

fRO,G(NRO(R)) = N(AR) =
1

1+ (NRO(R)−NRO,G(RAmax ))
2

s2RO,G

(7b)

Therefore, based on the fact that (i) the total leaf area (TLAj,G) of
a shoot of type “j” is the sum of the individual areas AR of leaves
and (ii) its value depends on the pattern described by Equations
7a and 7b, the models (Equation 3) were derived as follows:

TLAj,G = βj,G.(nl.Amax)
∑nl

R= 1
AR = βj,G.(nl.Amax)

∑nl

R= 1

AR

Amax
.
1

nl
= βj,G

∑nl

R= 1

N(AR)

nl
= βj,G

∫

fj,G(Nj(R)).dNj(R) = βj,G



















∫

nl− 2
nl

−2
nl

1

1+ (NBS(R))
2

s2BS,G

.dNBS(R) = βBS,G

∫ 1
0

1

1+
(Nj(R)−NRO,G(RAmax ))

2

s2RO,FU

.dNRO(R) = βRO,G











[sBS,G.atan(
NBS(R)
sBS,G

)]
nl− 2
nl

−2
nl

= βBS,G (8a)

[sRO,G.atan(
NRO(R)−NRO,G(RAmax )

sRO,G
)]10 = βRO,G (8b)

When solving Equation 8a used for the bourse shoot leaf area
model, the only parameter to fix was sBS,G and its different values
were calculated as a function of the value of βBS,G (which is
unique for a same genotype and shoot type) and nl (from 1 to
18). Equation 8b used for parameterizing the rosette leaf area
model does not take into account the number of leaves and it
was solved using only βRO,G. However, in this second equation
two parameters of the model [sRO,G and NRO,G(RAmax)] had to
be fixed. Both equations 8a and 8b were solved using the solver
functionality of Microsoft Excel software (Microsoft, Redmond,
WA, USA).

Starting from Equation 7, the model is expressed as:

N(AR) =
1

1 + (Nj(R)−Nj(RAmax ))
2

s2j,G

; jǫ{BS;RO}

AR =
Amax

1 + (Nj(R)−Nj(RAmax ))
2

s2j,G

; jǫ{BS;RO} (9)

AR =
Amax

1 +
(R−RAmax )

2

nl2

s2j,G

; jǫ{BS;RO}

AR =
Amax

1 + (R−RAmax )
2

nl2·s2j,G

; jǫ{BS;RO} (10)

By fixing the latter parameters, it was possible to calculate the
normalized area of each leaf, using only the number of leaves
on the shoot and the area of its biggest leaf. However, as the leaf
area is not easilymeasurable non-destructively, further allometric
relations are required for predicting leaf areas using variables
that are more easily accessible. Leaf length and width seem to
be the most obvious candidates for modeling the leaf area as we
consider the leaf blade to be elliptical (Equation 11). Observations
of leaves indicate that the length/width ratio is constant for a
same genotype and shoot type (Equation 12). Assuming this is
confirmed, only the variable “length of the leaf” (L) could be
retained for calculating the individual leaf area. This assumption
is stated as follows: (i) the ratio between the length (L) and the
width (W) of a leaf is a constant parameter (kj,G) for the same
shoot type (j) and the same genotype (G) and (ii) apple leaves
have the shape of an ellipse (Freeman and Bolas, 1956). These
two hypotheses are captured by Equations 11 and 12.

A = π
L.W

4
(11)

W

L
= kj,G (12)

The Shape of an ellipse is defined by its eccentricity e, i.e., the ratio
between the distance from the center to a focus and the distance
between that focus to a vortex (Equation 13a). Therefore, kj,G can
be expressed as a function of ej,G (Equation 13b). If ej,G is proven
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to be invariant for a same genotype and a same type of shoot, it
could be used in the model as the constant for leaves on shoots of
type j and of cultivar G; 0 < kG,j ≤ 1

ej,G =
√
L2 − W2

L
(13a)

kj,G =
√

1 − e2j,G (13b)

Therefore, ej,G was calculated for each leaf used in this study
using Equation 13a, as it is an indicator of the shape of the
ellipse defined by the leaf. Then, a first test was done in order to
check if there is a significant difference in ej,G among the leaves
of different ranks in a shoot within the same cultivar for each
type of shoot. A second test was conducted to verify if there
is a significant difference of ej,G among the three genotypes for
each type of shoot. Moreover, even if the leaf shape is genotype
dependent, the environment can influence it during the last
stages of leaf development (Tsukaya, 2004). Therefore, a test was
done in order to check if there is a significant difference of ej,G
between 2014 (N = 323 and N = 159, for bourse shoots and
rosettes, respectively) and 2015 (N = 385 andN = 363, for bourse
shoots and rosettes, respectively) leaves of FU. Leaf data with no
significant difference in e were pooled and the training set of the
bearing spurs was used to fix kj,G using a linear model.

Combining Equations (11) and (12), the following relation
(14) is obtained:

A =
π

4
.kj,G.L

2 (14)

By combining Equation (10) and Equation (14), equation (15) is
obtained.

AR =
π
4 .kj,G.L

2
max

1 + (R−RAmax )
2

nl2·s2j,G

; jǫ{BS;RO} (15)

In this way, Lmax (the length of the biggest leaf on the shoot) and
nl are the only two required input variables.

Using the models established we calculated individual leaf
area and total leaf area on a shoot as the sum of the calculated
individual leaf areas on the training set. Comparisons were made
using the linearmodel betweenmeasured and calculated total leaf
areas on each type of shoot and each genotype separately. Then,
calibrations were made using a parameter αj,G referring to the
slope of the axis defined by measured total leaf area on a shoot
(TLAj,G) as a function of calculated total leaf area on a shoot
(CTLAj,G) of the training set. αj,G was calculated for each type
of shoot and each genotype separately.

The final model calculating individual leaf area is:

AR = αBS,G

π
4 .kBS,G.L

2
max

1 + (R− 2)2

nl2 .s2BS,G

(16a)

AR = αRO,G

π
4 .kRO,G.L

2
max

1+ (R−nl.NRO,G(RAmax))
2

nl2 .s2RO,G

(16b)

The testing set was then used for calculating individual and
total leaf areas. Using the testing data set, comparisons were
made between measured and calculated data (i) for each
established parameter, (ii) for individual leaf area and (iii) total
leaf area on each shoot of each genotype using the linear
model. P-values and coefficients of determination R2 were
calculated in order to analyze and interpret the significance
and the goodness of fit of the models. For rosettes, as the
ranks of leaves on the bourse were not recorded in the 2014
experiment, comparisons between measured and calculated
values of individual area were done only on data from
2015.

Modeling the Leaf Area of Vegetative
Shoots
For modeling the leaf area of vegetative shoots, 20 vegetative
shoots each of AR and FU were collected on July 3rd, 2015 when
they were considered to be fully developed, then scanned and
analyzed as described for bourse shoots and rosettes. Total leaf
area on each vegetative shoot was calculated as the sum of areas
of individual leaves. Leaf ranks on each shoot were recorded, and
lengths and dry weights of the shoots and the leaves measured.
The variation of individual leaf areas of the 20 vegetative
shoots of AR and FU as a function of leaf rank is shown in
(Figures 5A,B): leaf area increases with rank for both genotypes.
However, the pattern is heterogeneous when based on absolute
leaf length measurements and ranks. We therefore normalized
both leaf areas (Equation 4a) and ranks (Equation 4b). On visual
inspection, the distribution of N(AR) as a function of N(R) on
vegetative shoots of both genotypes (Figures 5C,D) seems to
describe a linear pattern (Equation 17). We made the assumption
that AR is proportional to the square of leaf length LR

2 as for
bourse shoots and rosettes (Equation 14). Eccentricity (eVS,G)
of the ellipse was calculated for each leaf and comparison tests
were made between the two genotypes, then kVS,G (ratio between
width and length of the leaf blade) was fixed for the model.
Afterwards and using the previously fixed kVS,G, a parameter p
which describes the slope of the curve was calculated for each leaf
using Equation 17 and a statistical comparison was carried out
between the two cultivars in order to check if they were different
with respect to p. Based on this comparison, p was fixed using
a linear regression model. The vegetative shoot model (Equation
18) is a descriptive model allowing calculating the individual leaf
areas of AR and FU vegetative shoots using only two variables,
Lmax and nl. A regression test was carried out using the linear
model between the calculated individual areas and the measured
ones.

N(AR) = p.N(R) (17)

AR

Amax
= p.

R

nl

AR = p.
R

nl
.Amax

AR = p.
R

nl
.
π

4
.kj,G.L

2
max (18)
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FIGURE 5 | Distribution of individual leaf area as a function of leaf rank

(A,B) and distribution of individual normalized leaf area as a function of

normalized leaf rank (C,D) of AR and FU vegetative shoots (N = 20 vegetative

shoots for each cultivar).

Modeling Length of Spur Internodes
The internode lengths of 20 spurs of “FU” were measured in the
orchard in July 2016. As the bourse internodes are very short,
we assigned to each one the mean value of the bearing spur
calculated as the ratio of “Length of the bourse”/“Number of
internodes on the bourse.” For each spur, a “cumulative shoot
length” DI between the base of the bourse (rosette) and the
node (leaf insertion point) for each bourse and bourse shoot
leaf was measured. For bourse shoot nodes, this cumulative
shoot length is equal to the sum of the lengths of the rosette
internodes from the base of the bourse to the node on which
is inserted the bourse shoot (BL) and the sum of the internode
lengths from the base of the bourse shoot to the considered node.
The rank of each internode, on each spur, was also recorded
from the first rosette leaf to the last bourse shoot leaf, assuming
that the rank of the first internode of the bourse shoot has
the value of the rank of the bourse internode on which it is
inserted, plus one. Among the 20 spurs, 16 were bearing only one
bourse shoot and the remaining ones were bearing two bourse
shoots. Plotting this cumulative shoot length DI as a function of
cumulative (bourse and bourse shoot) rank RI corresponded to
a logistic pattern for each spur (Figure 6). However, the pattern
seemed to be dependent upon the length of the shoot (bourse
plus bourse shoot). Therefore, normalized cumulative internode
lengths [N(DI)] between each leaf base and the base of the bourse
(Equation 19a) and normalized rank [N(RI)] (Equation 19b) were
calculated assuming that the bourse and the bourse shoot are
the same shoot unit (and that, therefore, the bourse shoot is a

FIGURE 6 | Cumulated length of bourse and bourse shoots, expressed

as the distance from the base of the bourse to the point of insertion of

a bourse or a bourse shoot leaf of internode rank 1–18 in FU [N = 24,

continuum: bourse ( ) - bourse shoot ( )].

sylleptic extension of the bourse). The normalized cumulative
shoot length was calculated as a function of the sum of BL and
the bourse shoot length (BSL).

N(DI) =
DI

BL + BSL
(19a)

N(RI) =
RI

nl
(19b)

Afterwards, the parameters qi and si of the internode model were
fixed by fitting a logistic model (Equation 20) to the distribution
of the N(DI) as a function of N(RI).

N(DI) =
1

1 + exp
(

qi−N(RI )
si

) (20)

Once established, this descriptive model would estimate the
cumulative shoot length of each leaf insertion point of rank
RI on the bourse or the bourse shoot from the bottom of
the bourse providing 3 input variables: nl, (BL+BSL) and RI
(Equation 21).

DI =
1

1 + exp
(

qi− RI
nl

si

)

.(BL + BSL) (21)

Statistical Analyses
Statistical analyses were done using R Studio software version
0.98.1062.0 running R version 3.2.2. and the statistical computing
environment of the R-package “agricolae,” version 1.2-2.
Normality of data used for each analysis was tested on residuals
using the Shapiro-Wilk test for data sets with more than 50
samples per group or sample distributions considered to be
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normal (P > 0.05); ANOVA tests were used to check if there
was a significant difference among groups (P < 0.05). Otherwise
differences between groups were tested with the Kruskal-Wallis
test (P < 0.05), or both ANOVA and Kruskal-Wallis. Fit of
data to selected models was checked using the lm function in
R software for linear distribution models. The logistic model
was parameterized using the SSlogis function in R software and
coefficients of determination (R2) and root mean squared errors
(RMSE) were calculated to test the fit of the model.

RESULTS

Modeling the Leaf Area of Bourse Shoots
(BS)
ANOVA made on βBS,G of bourse shoots showed there was no
significant difference between AR (mean βBS,AR = 0.71) and FU
(mean βBS,FU = 0.70). However, bourse shoots of both AR and
FU were significantly different from RB with respect to βBS,G

(mean βBS,RB = 0.53). Therefore, the same value of βBS,G was
used for the training data set of AR and FU bourse shoots,
while for RB bourse shoots a separate training data set was used,
thus necessitating the parameterization of two linear regression
models (Figures 7A,B). For both groups, the linear model was
significant (P < 2.10−16). The coefficients of determination for
both the AR|FU model and the RB model were sufficiently high
(R2 = 0.95 and R2 = 0.89) to support the assumption that the
values of βBS,G (βBS,AR/FU = 0.67 and βBS,RB = 0.50) were robust.

Using the values of βBS,G Equation 8a was solved and sBS,AR|FU
and sBS,RB were established as a function of the number of leaves
on the bourse shoot. The number of leaves recorded on bourse
shoots sampled varied from 1 to 16, 13 and 18, respectively, for
AR, FU and RB. Thus 18 values for sBS,G were established for each
one of the two groups of genotypes (Table 2).

eBS,G was significantly different among genotypes (p <

2.2.10−16), with means of eBS,G equal to 0.79, 0.76, and 0.74 for
AR, FU and RB, respectively. ANOVA tests showed no significant
differences among the shapes of leaves of different ranks on

a bourse shoot (eBS,G). However, leaves above rank 14 in AR
and leaves above rank 15 in RB seemed to indicate a significant
difference, but based on the weak frequencies of these leaf ranks
(only one bourse shoot of AR and 15 bourse shoots of RB having
more than 13 and 15 leaves, respectively), it was decided not
to take into account this difference. Furthermore, eBS,FU was
not significantly different between 2014 and 2015 (p = 0.59).
Therefore, it was considered that the impact of the factor year
was not significant.

kBS,G was fixed for AR, FU and RB using linear regression
models on the training set of each genotype (Figures 8A–C)
and the leaf length of each genotype was significantly correlated
with its width (P < 2.10−16 for all the genotypes’ models), with
coefficients of determination of 0.68, 0.73, and 0.72 for AR, FU

TABLE 2 | Parameterization of sBS,G.

NL AR & FU RB

1 2.13 1.48

2 0.70 0.43

3 0.38 0.23

4 0.35 0.22

5 0.36 0.22

6 0.38 0.23

7 0.40 0.24

8 0.42 0.25

9 0.44 0.25

10 0.46 0.26

11 0.48 0.27

12 0.49 0.28

13 0.51 0.29

14 0.52 0.30

15 0.53 0.31

16 0.54 0.31

17 0.55 0.32

18 0.55 0.32

FIGURE 7 | Parameterization of βBS,G (N = 180 and 80 bourse shoots, respectively; A,B).
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and RB, respectively. kBS,G values were fixed to 0.60, 0.64, 0.66 for
AR, FU and RB, respectively.

Once sBS,G and kBS,G were fixed, all leaf areas of the bourse
shoot training set were calculated using Equation 15, with the
rank of the leaf and the variables Lmax and nl of each bourse
shoot as input. Total leaf area on each shoot was calculated
as the sum of individual leaves. Calculated and measured total
leaf areas (CTLABS,G and TLABS,G) of the bourse shoots were
compared for each genotype using a linear regression where the
slope αBS,G of each regression model of TLABS,G as a function
of CTLABS,G was expected to be equal to 1 if the calculated
and the measured area were identical. The slope parameter was
equal to 1.2, 0.99 and 1.87 for AR, FU and RB, respectively
(Figures 9A–C), which led us to assume that the parameter
αBS,G was genotype dependent. Therefore, values of αBS,G fixed
using the training set were retained for calibrating the model.
The model defined in Equation 15 and built for bourse shoots
including the three parameters (sBS,G, kBS,G and αBS,G) and using
the variables Lmax and nl for the prediction of individual leaf
areas was used to calculate individual areas for each leaf of the
testing set and the comparison with measured individual data
was conducted using a linear model. In the testing set, though
linear models of calculated individual leaf area as a function of
measured individual leaf area were significant for all genotypes

(P < 2.10−12), the coefficients of determination were very small
(R2 = 0.17, 0.20, 0.30 for AR, FU and RB, respectively). In
contrast to this, linear regression modeling of TLABS,G as a
function of CTLABS,G yielded significant results for all genotypes
(R2 = 0.84, 0.67 and 0.64; slope= 1.02, 1.05 and 0.95 for AR, FU
and RB, respectively; Figures 10A–C).

Modeling the Leaf Area of Rosettes (RO)
Both ANOVA and Kruskal-Wallis test showed there was no
significant difference between the three genotypes with respect
to βRO,G. Thus βRO,G was fixed to 0.69 using a linear regression
model on the training set of rosette data of bourses sampled
before harvest of the three genotypes (Figure 11A). The model
was significant (P< 2.10−16) and the coefficient of determination
was high (R2 = 0.97). Afterwards, the values of parameters sRO,G
and NRO,G(RAmax) were fixed to 0.38 and 0.63, respectively.

eRO,G was significantly different among genotypes (P =
3.46.10−8 < 0.05), with means of eRO,G equal to 0.65, 0.66 and
0.68 for AR, FU and RB, respectively. When comparing eBS of
different ranks on rosettes of FU sampled in 2015, both ANOVA
and Kruskal –Wallis test showed there were no significant
differences among the shapes of leaves of different ranks on the
bourse. eRO,FU did in fact significantly vary between the 2 years
(P = 2.162.10−7).

FIGURE 8 | Parameterization of kBS,G (N = 763, 465, and 655 bourse shoot leaves, respectively; A–C).

FIGURE 9 | Calibration of the bourse shoot leaf area model: parameterization of αBS,G (N = 114, 66, and 80 bourse shoots, respectively; A–C).
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FIGURE 10 | Testing of the bourse shoot leaf area model (N = 40, 33, and 34, bourse shoots respectively; A–C).

FIGURE 11 | Parameterization of βRO,G (N = 232 rosettes).

kRO,G was established for AR, FU, and RB using linear
regression models on the training set of each genotype
(Figures 12A–C) and the leaf lengths of each genotype were
significantly correlated with leaf width (P < 2.10−16 for all the
genotypes’ models) with R2 = 0.86, 0.85 and 0.85 for AR, FU
and RB, respectively. kRO,G values were fixed to 0.75, 0.74 and
0.71 for AR, FU and RB, respectively. Regression models of
TLARO,G as a function of CTLARO,G conducted on the training
data set showed a significant relationship (P < 2.10−16) for
the three genotypes with R2 of 0.83, 0.88 and 0.91 for AR, FU
and RB, respectively. However, the CTLARO,G were bigger than
the TLARO,G as can be seen from the slopes. Therefore, their
values were assigned to αRO,G (0.86, 0.92, 0.92, respectively) to
calibrate the rosette model (Figure 13). After that, individual
and total leaf areas for each rosette were established for the
testing set. The linear regression model of measured individual
leaf area as a function of calculated individual leaf area showed
a significant relationship (P < 2.10−16) for FU samples of 2015
(R2 = 0.52). The slope of the regression model (ratio between
measured and calculated leaf area) was equal to 0.92. Linear

models simulating TLARO,G as a function of CTLARO,G were all
significant (P < 2.10−16). The predictive models (Figure 14) had
high coefficients of determination (0.88, 0.85 and 0.70 for AR, FU
and RB, respectively) and the slopes were equal to 1 for the three
genotypes (1.06, 1 and 1, respectively).

Modeling the Leaf Area of Vegetative
Shoots (VS)
Neither ANOVAnor Kruskall-Wallis tests showed any significant
difference in eVS,G between AR and FU (P = 0.54 and 0.49,
for each test, respectively). Thus, kVS,G was fixed (kVS,G = 0.56)
using a linear regressionmodel using data of both genotypes. The
regression model showed a significant relationship between leaf
length and width (P < 2.10-16) and R2 was equal to 0.79. Besides,
neither ANOVA nor Kruskal-Wallis test showed any significant
difference in the variable p between genotypes AR and FU. The
linear model used to fix pVS,G (pVS,G = 0.95) was significant (P <

2.10−16) with R2 = 0.83.

Modeling Internode Lengths of Spurs
Parameterization of the internode model fixed the value of qi
to 0.62 and that of si to 0.12 (Figure 15). Both the coefficient
of determination and the RMSE indicated a very good fit of
the model to the distribution of measured data (R2 = 0.96;
RMSE = 0.08). Indeed, the model exhibited a common pattern
involving bourse and bourse shoot internodes. Moreover, the
model showed that rosette internodes correspond to the first part
of the logistic equation (exponential phase), while bourse shoot
internodes belong to the second part (linear phase).

DISCUSSION

Several studies show the determinism of plant architecture traits
(Lauri and Trottier, 2004; Kahlen and Stützel, 2007; Massonnet
et al., 2008). In this study we assumed that the distribution of
normalized individual leaf area as a function of normalized rank
is described by a similar pattern regardless of shoot size and,
therefore, that the total leaf area of a shoot is proportional to
the product of the leaf number times the area of the biggest leaf.
Spann and Heerema (2010) also showed relationships between
shoot leaf area and the product of the number of leaves and
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FIGURE 12 | Parameterization of kRO,G (N = 375, 303, and 475 rosette leaves, respectively; A–C).

FIGURE 13 | Calibration of the rosette leaf area model: parameterization of αRO,G (N = 87, 67, and 78 rosettes, respectively; A–C).

FIGURE 14 | Testing of the rosette leaf area model (N = 57, 33, and 40 rosettes, respectively; A–C).

length of longest leaf, for different species. However, the models
presented here were conceived with the aim to link parameters
that have the same unit (i.e., cm2), both being expressions of
surface. This is also the reason why in our final model, which
only takes into account leaf lengths and numbers, leaf length is
expressed as the square of itself. What is more, the linear model
linking measured shoot total leaf area (TLA) with the product of

leaf number (nl) and area of the biggest leaf (Amax), exhibits a
larger coefficient of determination than the regression between
TLA and the product of nl and the length of the longest leaf (Lmax)
(data not shown). Although the predictive capacity of our models
with respect to individual leaf area was not optimal, the model
was nevertheless based on a very good prediction of the total
shoot leaf area. Indeed, in the case of the rosette and the bourse
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FIGURE 15 | Parameterization of the cumulative shoot length model on

FU spurs. N(RI), normalized rank; N(DI), normalized cumulative shoot length

from the base of the bourse [N = 24, continuum: bourse (x) – bourse shoot (x)].

shoot, we have chosen to construct our model as a function of
the parameter β which is described by the slope of TLA versus
nl.Amax, and not by parameterizing a Lorentz function, on the
distribution of the point cloud which describes the normalized
individual leaf surface as a function of the normalized rank. This
choice was made on the one hand because of the absence of a
particular pattern and therefore, the scatter of data points was
considered to be too big; on the other hand, because of the
proven robustness of β which we wanted to conserve for the
development of the model. Besides, it is not unlikely that the fact
that we had to use a calibration parameter (α) for each genotype
and each shoot type (rosette and bourse shoot) is due to the
way the point cloud deviates from the chosen Lorentz equation
according to the genotype. Furthermore, even if the prediction of
individual leaf area is not ideal, it is still faithful to an existing
pattern of distribution of individual leaf area as a function of
rank. Similar patterns were described for wheat (Pararajasingham
and Hunt, 1996; Bos and Neuteboom, 1998; Hotsonyame and
Hunt, 1998) and for rice (Tivet et al., 2001; Zhu et al., 2009).
As an alternative to the Lorentz equation, we tested a bilinear
equation with five parameters. However, apart from the higher
number of parameters compared to Lorentz, this equation also
yielded a higher RMSE.

Furthermore, the models developed were thought to go
beyond predicting only shoot total leaf area. Indeed, the
prediction of individual leaf area is more relevant if we aim to
use this in an FSPM because in this approach parameterization
takes place at the organ scale. Moreover, unlike the rosette which
can be considered a compact functional unit in terms of leaf
area, the bourse shoot usually exhibits a more open structure
conveying more importance to the individual leaf with respect
to light interception or exposure to liquids or dusts (in the
case of chemical treatments: Dekeyser et al., 2013; Duga et al.,
2015). However, even in a rosette, individual leaf area and its
distribution along the shoot will determine the mutual shading
of leaves and, therefore, light interception. Furthermore, in an

FSPM, the position, shape and orientation of each organ are
required as an input. The model proposed in this study is an
attempt to optimize and simplify the reconstruction of branch
architecture which is needed as an input for many FSPMs. As
pointed out by Fisher (1984), the leaf surface of the crown
is determined by phyllotaxis of the shoot, leaf orientation,
clustering of new leaves on short shoots, internode lengths, and
distribution of leaves along a branch (Fisher, 1984). Therefore,
besides predicting leaf area (and its distribution along the shoot)
our model also integrated internode lengths distribution and
phyllotactic leaf angles (data not shown).

The data set used for the establishment of the leaf length
model for bourse shoots was based on leaves sampled from shoots
from a wide range of dates. This was justified as we determined
the time (in GDD) from which onwards shoot leaf areas did
no longer differ significantly from final leaf areas in the three
different genotypes. This time roughly coincides with the date
found by Da Silva et al. (2014), who indicated the 30th of June of
each year as the end of annual primary shoot extension for most
shoot types.

We found that the shape of rosette leaves, independent
of genotype, was always more circular than that of bourse
shoots which is not surprising as rosette leaves are preformed
(Lauri, 2007). In this study, AR exhibited extreme values for
the parameter that describes leaf shape (k), with bourse shoot
leaves being much more elongated (kBS,AR = 0.60) than rosette
leaves (kRO,AR = 0.75). This was in sharp contrast to RB where
bourse shoot leaves (kBS,RB = 0.66) and rosette leaves (kRO,RB =
0.71) were much more similar in shape. FU was intermediary
between AR and RB. An interesting observation made in this
study was that the descriptive model of internode lengths could
be optimized if we considered the bourse rosette and the bourse
shoot as one single continuous morphogenetic unit. The bourse
shoot being a sylleptic extension of the bourse, it in fact represents
the continuation of the rosette. We can thus state that the base of
the rosette up to the insertion point of the bourse shoot, plus the
bourse shoot itself, is forming a unit that is characterized by a
basal zone with short internodes, followed by a median zone with
longer internodes (base of the bourse shoot), and a subapical zone
with short internodes (Buck-Sorlin and Bell, 2000). This tentative
conclusion gives rise to the idea that leaf length prediction could
be further improved by considering leaf length distribution of the
continuumof rosette plus bourse shoot instead of treating the two
shoots separately. It would furthermore be interesting to see if
there are allometric relations between the length of an internode
and the area of the leaf that is inserted on it, given the fact that
both have been produced by the vegetative meristem during the
same developmental event. According to Da Silva et al. (2014) it
is unlikely that leaf area changes independently from internode
length, as metamers exhibit a strong allometry (Fisher, 1986).

In the present study we chose to split our data into training
and testing sets: the first one was used to calibrate our model
while the latter was employed to test it. Admittedly, some aspects
of this procedure are arguable: first of all, it could be claimed
that the splitting (two thirds training to one third testing) was
arbitrary. However, enough data was available to have sufficiently
large training and testing sets and more data was needed for
calibration than for testing. Secondly, we confounded the FU data
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sets of the two experimental years (2014 and 2015)—whereas
for AR and RB only data of 2014 was available—and randomly
distributed the data into the two sets, instead of using 1 year’s
data set for calibration and the other one for testing. However, the
data sets revealed no significant inter-annual variation, except for
the shape of rosettes in FU. As the 2015 data set was smaller than
the one from 2014 and contained data only for FU, future testing
with independent data sets has to be conducted to further prove
the robustness of our models. Thirdly, as an alternative we could
have neglected model testing and just have included a description
of the variance (as was in fact done for the leaf area of vegetative
shoots in this study). However, this would have meant neglecting
the clearly robust and stable patterns that emerged among some
of the meristic (leaf number) and continuous (length of the
biggest leaf, total and individual leaf area) traits. In this study,
the use of a test data set was necessary to check the fit of the
final model. Indeed, the final model cumulates all the errors of
the intermediate steps of parameterization and calibration, and
the testing allowed us to quantify this cumulated error.

An accurate prediction of total shoot leaf area for each shoot
type, and of the distribution of single leaf area as a function of
leaf rank, in connection with individual internode length, are the
first steps toward the faithful reconstruction of architecture, to
be used in an FSPM to compute light interception or even to
estimate the percentage of hidden surfaces in simulations of the
efficiency of pesticide spray applications (Dekeyser et al., 2013;
Duga et al., 2015). With respect to light interception, leaf area
and internode length are in fact the two most important traits
contributing to plant architecture whereas branching angle seems
to have only little impact on this functional trait (Han et al., 2012;
Da Silva et al., 2014). It also appears that in order to explain leaf
distributionwithin the tree the shoot scale is themost appropriate
one (Da Silva et al., 2014). This justifies the choice we have
made in this study, namely to concentrate on the modeling of
leaf area distribution along different shoot types and to neglect
divergence angles. As the spatial distribution of leaves in apple
trees is not random (Da Silva et al., 2014) but rather characterized
by a certain clumpiness (also reported for other tree species by
Cohen et al., 1995; Chen et al., 1997; Da Silva et al., 2008), the
next step in the reconstruction of branch architecture has to be
to position and orient the different shoot types. In doing so, it
has to be considered that the proportion of long and short shoots
differs among genotypes (Lauri et al., 1995). The genotypes used
in this study exhibited such a numerical variability at the scale
of the first-order branch, with bourse shoots in AR being much
more important than in RB (data not shown). The analysis of the
distribution of shoots within the branch will be the subject of a
follow-up study (Bairam et al., unpubl.). In any case, it is thus
necessary to count the number of shoots of the different types or
better still, create a topological map of the branch and its different
organs (see Buck-Sorlin and Bell, 2000, for an example) in order
to finalize the reconstruction of branch architecture.

CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

In the present study, we provided a new model allowing the
reconstruction of the initial branch architecture as an input for

a Functional Structural Plant Model of apple, with an emphasis
on the prediction of leaf area at the shoot and leaf scale, using
allometric relations among shoot architecture variables. The
model was calibrated and tested using sufficiently large training
and testing data sets, proving that it is robust enough for the
prediction of leaf area of the three apple cultivars used in this
study, which exhibit a contrasting leaf and shoot morphology.
Combined with light response curves measured in 2015 (Bairam
et al., unpubl.), the initial architecture thus modeled will help
to create a mapping of photosynthetic potential for each leaf.
Furthermore, the combination of this information with the
developmental kinetics of each fruit on such a branch (Bairam
et al., unpubl.) will then allow finding coefficients for daily sugar
transport rates from source leaves to fruits.

This study has shown that the distribution of leaves along
a shoot of the same type follows certain clear endogenous
regularities that seem to be genotype dependent (cf. Lauri, 2007),
with rather little phenotypic plasticity. Further experimental
and modeling studies will be conducted to try to decipher and
quantify the physiological mechanisms behind these regularities,
in order to improve the modeling of apple fruit quality
in the context of the first-order branch as an experimental
system.
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